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A spinless Bose-Hubbard model in an one-dimensional (1D) double-chain tilted lattice is analysed
numerically at unit filling per cell. A subspace of this model can be faithfully mapped to the 1D
transverse Ising model in terms of second-order perturbation theory. At a parameter regime where
the second-order perturbative superexchange interaction dominates, numerical results show good
agreement of these two models both on energy spectrums and correlation functions. To simulate
the dynamical quantum phase transition of the 1D transverse Ising model, we calculate the rate
function of the recurrence probability of the double-chain Bose-Hubbard model after quenching
from an initial equivalent ferromagnetic state. The rate function shows the same nonanalyticality at
periodic time points as theory predicts. Our results may give some inspirations on exploring weak
magnetic orders induced by superexchange interaction through dynamical quantum phase transition
in experiment.
PACS numbers: 67.85.-d, 75.10.Hk
Recently, enormous progress in simulating various
kinds of quantum magnetism in cold atom systems
opens new fascinating prospects for studying many long-
standing unsolved problems and unconfirmed properties
of various magnetic models. However, experimental sim-
ulation of such magnetic models strongly depends on how
the desired magnetic models are constructed in experi-
ment. In a system with long-range interaction, the ma-
jor difficulty lies on how spins are represented and how
to manipulate the magnetic interaction between these
spins precisely. And it is reported that the transverse
Ising model has been successfully implemented with ion
trap[1–5], Rydberg atom[6–8] and superconducting quan-
tum circuits[9–12]. And XXZ model has been realized
with ultracold dipolar gases[13, 14]. While in neural
atom systems, it is primarily hindered by the magnetic
interaction. In such systems it usually requires a spe-
cial design of experimental conditions to realize localized
spin representation and a strong enough magnetic inter-
action simultaneously. Several designs have been carried
out in a two-component Fermi-Hubbard model [15–19],
a spinless Bose-Hubbard model in a tilted chain utilizing
hopping constraints [20] and in a triangular lattice with
lattice shaking [21] according to the propositions [22–24]
respectively.
Despite these remarkable achievements, simulation of
Ising model through superexchange interaction in neu-
ral atom systems has not been reported. The difficulty
lies on the contradiction of realizing an Ising-like mag-
netic inteaction and the requirement of localized spin
representation[25]. In this letter, we propose a model in
a tilted double-chain lattice to solve this problem. An-
other concern is that superexchange interaction is usually
vey weak comparing with typical accessible temperature
in cold atom experiments. This limit makes it hard to
observe magnetic orders and quantum phase transitions
induced by superexchange interaction. However, dynam-
ical quantum phase transition (DQPT) provides another
tool for investigating such weak magnetic orders from
a dynamical perspective. For transverse Ising model,
DQPT requires a minimal magnetic interaction in the
order of Jz · t ∼ 1 (we set ~ = 1), where t is the evolving
time after quenching [26]. For a typical superxchange in-
teraction of tens of or hundreds of Hertz, it is feasible to
satisfy this requirement in experiment. Therefore, it is
possible to explore weak magnetic orders induced by su-
perexchange interaction through DQPT in neural atom
systems.
Model and Methods.— Our model begins with local-
ized spin representation of the lattice model. As shown
in FIG. 1(a), spin up or down is represented by the occu-
pation of a spinless boson at upper or lower site in each
cell. Every atom is localized in one single cell (FIG. 1(b))
because of the energy gap between nearest sites along x-
axis when |∆−U |  tx, |∆−U↑↓|  tx, ∆ tx. Here U
is the on-site interaction, U↑↓ is an introduced intersite
interaction between the two sites in each cell, ∆ and tx
are the energy gap and the tunneling energy between two
nearest sites along x-axis respectively. All the states with
only one atom per cell in the tilted 1D lattice form a sub-
space (denoted as Hone hereafter) which can be mapped
to the Hilbert space of a spin-1/2 Ising model HIsing.
Assuming a single-band case, this model can be de-
scribed by a Bose-Hubbard model Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Vˆ ,
Hˆ0 =
∑
i,σ=↑,↓
[
U
2
nˆiσ(nˆiσ − 1) + i∆nˆiσ
]
+ U↑↓
∑
i
nˆi↑nˆi↓
Vˆ =− tx
∑
i,σ=↑,↓
(cˆ†iσ cˆi+1σ + h.c.)− tin
∑
i
(cˆ†i↑cˆi↓ + h.c.)
+
δz
2
∑
i
(nˆi↑ − nˆi↓) (1)
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FIG. 1. (a) Spin mapping of the half-filled Bose-Hubbard
model in a double-chain tilted lattice. Spin up or down is
represented by the occupation of a spinless boson at the up-
per or lower site in each cell. (b) Localization of atoms
in each cell is provided by the nearest lattice gap when
|∆−U |  tx, |∆−U↑↓|  tx,∆ tx. But this kind of local-
ization will be destroyed at some resonant points, such as the
second-order resonant point ∆ = U/2. (c) When U↑↓ = 0,
the second-order superexchange interaction from the paired
cases as above cancels out completely, leaving only a Szi S
z
i+1
superexchange interaction in the subspace Hone.
where tin is a small tunneling energy along z-axis and δz
is a small energy offset between the upper site and the
lower site in each cell. Here ↑ or ↓ represents particle
occupation at the upper or lower site, not real spin. This
model is isomorphic to a two-component Bose-Hubbard
model in a single-chain tilted lattice with U↑↑ = U↓↓ =
U . Applying the second-order perturbation theory, the
effective Hamiltonian in Hone can be written as
Hˆeff =
∑
i
JzSˆ
z
i Sˆ
z
i+1 + Jx(Sˆ
x
i Sˆ
x
i+1 + Sˆ
y
i Sˆ
y
i+1) + hxSˆ
x
i
+ hzSˆ
z
i (2)
with
Jz =
8Ut2x
∆2 − U2 −
4U↑↓t2x
∆2 − U2↑↓
, Jx =
4U↑↓t2x
∆2 − U2↑↓
(3)
where Sˆαi =
1
2 (cˆ
†
i↑ cˆ
†
i↓)σ
α(cˆi↑ cˆi↓)T, α = x, y, z, σα are the
Pauli matrices. And hx = −2tin, hz = δz are equivalent
magnetic fields. Above deduction is under the approx-
imation 〈nˆi↑ + nˆi↓〉 = 1 for each cell corresponding to
Hone. As explained in FIG. 1(c), the above XXZ model
will change into an Ising model when U↑↓ = 0.
Validation of mapping to the 1D transverse Ising
model.— To verify the validity of the effective Ising model
at U↑↓ = 0, an exact-diagonalization calculation is per-
formed on the upper lattice model with 6 bosons in a
2 × 6 lattice on account of the limit of our computer.
To find the subspace corresponding to Hone, we calcu-
late the expectation value of 〈nˆi↑ + nˆi↓〉 of each cell for
each eigenstate and select those eigenstates satisfying∑L
i=1 |〈nˆi↑ + nˆi↓〉 − 1|/L <  where  is a small quan-
tity and is usually set to 0.05 in our calculation. If all
the parameters are set properly, the number of selected
eigenstates NS is usually 2
L which is just the size of
the spin-1/2 model’s Hilbert space. To make quantita-
tive comparison between these two models, the energy
spectrum and correlation function are calculated exactly.
For a lattice with finite size L, the correlation function
〈Sˆzi Sˆzi+d〉 for the k-th selected eigenstate |φk〉 is defined
as
C
(k)
d =
L−d∑
i=1
〈φk|(nˆi↑ − nˆi↓)(nˆi+d,↑ − nˆi+d,↓)|φk〉
4(L− d) . (4)
The results are depicted in FIG. 2(a) which shows very
good consistency of these two models. And Fig. 2(b) re-
veals antiferromagnetism of the selected eigenstate with
lowest energy.
As demonstrated above, the validity of mapping the
double-chain Bose-Hubbard model to the Ising model de-
pends on the equivalence of Hone and HIsing. However,
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FIG. 2. Validation of the equivalence between the
double-chain Bose-Hubbard model and the XXZ
model. (a) Energy spectrum and nearest correlation func-
tion of the selected eigenstates are both consistent with the
equivalent XXZ model. The parameters are set to U = 1,
∆ = 1.5, tx = 0.04, U↑↓ = 0.03 , tin = 0.04, δz = 0.01.
(b) Cd of the ground state in (a) at different tin. The other
parameters are the same as those in (a). It reveals antifer-
romagnetism of this model at specified parameters. (c)-(d)
Number of selected eigenstates NS with respect to ∆ and tx
at U = 1, U↑↓ = 0.01, tin = 0 and δz = 0. The valid re-
gion is in dark blue where NS = 2
6. Those peaks centered at
∆/U = 1/n(n = 1, 2, 3, · · · ) reveals nth-order resonant points
where the equivalence between these two models fails.
3there exist some resonant points where some states in
Hone are resonantly coupled with other states outside
Hone, resulting in a number of selected eigenstates less
than 2L. These resonant points can be determined by
a∆ + bU + cU↑↓ = 0 where a, b, c are small integers. As
shown in FIG. 2(c), the number of selected eigenstates
NS regarding ∆ and tx is calculated when U↑↓ = 0.01.
The n-th resonant points at ∆ = U/n(n = 1, 2, 3, · · · )
can be determined by those peaks where NS drops be-
low 2L. Specifically, the second-order resonant point at
U↑↓ = 0 will disappear due to the total cancellation of
resonant coupling in the context of a tilted lattice, sim-
ilar to the case in FIG. 1(c). But we usually set a tiny
nonzero U↑↓ to avoid a computing error (see Supplemen-
tary Materials). The validity of U↑↓ = 0 means that the
1D Ising model can be fully achieved in this way.
Simulation of dynamical quantum phase transition of
the 1D transverse Ising model.— With the upper model,
we demonstrate that the dynamical quantum phase tran-
sition(DQPT) of the 1D transverse Ising model can be
simulated. The typical characteristic of DQPT is the
emergence of periodic nonanalytic points of a rate func-
tion when the system quenches across a quantum phase
transition point from an initial ground state [26]. This
phenomenon has been observed in an ion trap system[27]
and in a superconducting qubit circuit[28] by directly
simulating a transverse Ising model. And in a topological
system, DQPT appears as a sudden creation or annihi-
lation of vortex pairs at critical times[29]. But DQPT
by simulating an 1D transverse Ising model in ultracold
neural atom systems has not been reported yet.
For dilute ultracold gases in optical lattice, it can be
regarded as an isolated system if there is no obivious
heating and atom loss within the time period of exper-
iment. Thus, varying of system parameters preserves
entropy and atom number. To simulate the process of
DQPT of the above model, we assume the initial state
is a Mott insulator prepared in the upper double-chain
lattice with a very large negative δz with ∆ = 0. At
this time, 〈nˆi↑〉 ≈ 1 and 〈nˆi↓〉 ≈ 0 for each cell. Then
it follows a procedure shown in FIG. 3(a) to produce
DQPT of the 1D transverse Ising model. We assume
the initial Mott insulator is in thermal equilibrium with
a certain entropy which keeps constant throughout the
evolving process. The system state can be described
by a density operator ρˆ(t) which follows the equation
i∂ρˆ∂t = [Hˆ(t), ρˆ] with ρˆ(0) = tr(e
−Hˆ(0)/kBT /Z), where the
temperature T is determined by the designated total en-
tropy S/NkB = −tr(ρˆ(0) ln ρˆ(0))/N . ρˆ(t) can be decom-
posed as
ρˆ(t) = ρˆone(t) + ρˆother(t)
ρˆone(t) = P+(t)|+〉〈+|+ P−(t)|−〉〈−|+ ρˆone,else (5)
where |+〉(|−〉) is the state with every atom on the up-
per(lower) site in each cell. ρˆone is the density opera-
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FIG. 3. Simulation of the DQPT of the effective 1D
transverse Ising model from the double-chain Bose-
Hubbard model. (a) The proposed process of producing
DQPT of the effective transverse Ising model. The initial
state is assumed to be a Mott insulator with all atoms up
prepared at unit filling per cell which can be produced with
usual experimental methods. Then, by varying ∆, δz, tx to
a proper value (see Supplementary Materials), the state can
be prepared as a ferromagnetic state corresponding to the
ground state of the 1D ferromagnetic transverse Ising model
at hx = 0. Next the DQPT of the equivalent transverse Ising
model can be produced by quenching tin from tin = 0 to a
designated value. (b) The rate function λ(t) of a lattice with
L = 6 with respect to different g1 when S/NkB = 0.01. The
black dashed lines are theoretical results of the nonanalytic
points of λ(t) when L → ∞. (c) λ(t) and |sz(t)| at g1 = 4
regarding different initial entropy. λ(t) becomes nonanalytical
and |sz(t)| becomes zero at t∗n. And it can be noticed that
the initial entropy has little influence on λ(t) except for its
magnitude, but has a large influence on |sz(t)|.
tor in the subspace Hone. |+〉 and |−〉 are two degen-
erate ground states of the effective Ising model when
Jz < 0, hz = 0, hx = 0. Denoting g = 2|hx/Jz|, when
g is quenched from g0 = 0 to a designated g1, the rate
function for such a small system is introduced as [30, 31]
λ(t) =
1
L
min(− lnP+(t),− lnP−(t)). (6)
With proper approximation of the evolving process
(see Supplementary Materials), the results are shown in
FIG. 3(b) and FIG. 3(c). We can see the periodic non-
analytic behaviors of λ(t) at certain times t∗n(g0, g1) =
(n+ 1/2)t∗. t∗ is in good agreement with the theoretical
result t∗(g0, g1) = 2pi/|Jz|
√
g21 − 1 (g1 > 1) for L → ∞
[26], as shown of the black dashed lines in FIG. 3(b).
And only when g1 is quenched across the quantum phase
transition point gc = 1, there are periodic nonanalytical
points of λ(t). And as depicted in the inlet of FIG. 3(c),
the magnetization |sz(t)| = | tr(ρˆ(t)
∑
i Sˆ
z
i /L)| becomes
zero at t∗n when the entropy is small. These are all
in accordance with the DQPT of 1D transverse Ising
model. The deviation from the ideal case is due to an
open boundary condition and a small lattice size. The
influence of the total entropy of the initial Mott insula-
4tor is shown in FIG. 3(c). It can be noticed that the
total entropy has little effect on λ(t) except for its mag-
nitude, but has a noticeable effect on |sz(t)|. This is
becasue the subspace Hone is decoupled with the other
subspaces in terms of second-order perturbation at the
valid parameter regime. Thus, the evolution of ρˆone(t)
after quenching is mainly governed by ρˆone(t = 0) and
Hˆeff defined in Eqn.(2), producing a similar λ(t) as long
as ρˆone(t = 0) ≈ P+(t = 0)|+〉〈+| regardless of the ini-
tial total entropy. While |sz(t)| = |sz(t)|one+ |sz(t)|other,
|sz(t)| ≈ |sz(t)|one is only estsblished when ρˆ(t = 0) ≈
ρˆone(t = 0), in other words, the initial total entropy is
small.
Summary and outlook.—In summary, we have pro-
posed a double-chain Bose-Hubbard model in an 1D
tilted lattice. The low-energy spectrum of a subspace
Hone can faithfully simulate an 1D transverse Ising
model at a validated parameter regime. Meanwhile, we
design a process of simulating the dynamical quantum
phase transition of the 1D transverse Ising model from
a Mott insulator of the doube-chain lattice. The non-
analytical points show good agreement with theoretical
predictions. And we expect that the initial entropy of
the Mott insulator should not block the dynamical quan-
tum phase transition of effective transverse Ising model.
Recently, simulation of a two-component Bose-Hubbard
model in a single titled chain with 7Li atom has been re-
ported [32]. This experiment reveals the superexchange
interaction in a tilted lattice, which strongly supports
the feasibility of realizing the above model with neural
bosonic 7Li atom. Our results may give some inspira-
tions of following experiments.
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6Supplementary Materials
EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN
To derive the effective Hamiltonian Hˆeff (Eqn. (2) in
the main text) on the subspace Hone, we rewrite the
Hamiltonian of the double-chain Bose-Hubbard model as
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + δHˆ + Vˆt where
Hˆ0 =
∑
iσ=↑,↓
[
U
2
nˆiσ(nˆiσ − 1) + i∆nˆiσ
]
+ U↑↓
∑
i
nˆi↑nˆi↓
δHˆ =− tin
∑
i
(cˆ†i↑cˆi↓ + h.c.) +
δz
2
∑
i
(nˆi↑ − nˆi↓)
Vˆt =− tx
∑
iσ=↑,↓
(cˆ†iσ cˆi+1σ + h.c.)
The second-order perturbative Hamiltonian on the sub-
space P0 is Hˆeff = E0 + P0[δHˆ + Vˆt(E0 − Hˆ0)−1Vˆt]P0,
where E0 = ∆L(L+1)/2 and P0 is a projection operator
on the subsapce which is composed of eigenstates of Hˆ0
with an eigenenergy E0. P0 = Pone + P1, where Pone is
the projection operator on the subspace Hone. If there
are no resonant hoppings, Pone is decoupled with P1 in
terms of second-order perturbation. Hˆeff can be written
as Hˆeff = Hˆ
one
eff + Hˆ
1
eff . Thus, in the subspace Hone, the
leading second-order Hamiltonian is
Hˆoneeff = Pone[δHˆ + Vˆt(E0 − Hˆ0)−1Vˆt]Pone.
With Sˆαi =
1
2 (cˆ
†
i↑ cˆ
†
i↓)σ
α(cˆi↑ cˆi↓)T, PoneδHˆPone is
mapped to
∑
i(−2tinSˆxi + δzSˆzi ). And the second term
can be expanded as
PoneVˆt(E0 − Hˆ0)−1VˆtPone =
∑
α,β,γ
|α〉〈β| 〈α|Vˆ |γ〉〈γ|Vˆ |β〉
E0 − E0γ
with |α〉, |β〉 ∈ Hone. These terms can be interpreted
as two-step hopping processes similiar to Fig. S1(b), and
they give rise to a superexchange interaction
∑
i(
8Ut2x
∆2−U2−
4U↑↓t2x
∆2−U2↑↓
)Sˆzi Sˆ
z
i+1 +
4U↑↓t2x
∆2−U2↑↓
(Sˆxi Sˆ
x
i+1 + Sˆ
y
i Sˆ
y
i+1) given the re-
striction of nˆi↑ + nˆi↓ = 1 for Hone.
RESONANT HOPPING POINTS
The above deduction of Hˆoneeff will be invalid at some
resonant hopping points. At these points, Pone and
P1 are coupled through n
th-order (n = 1, 2, 3, · · · ) hop-
ping. Thus, when solving for eigenstates, the number
NS of the selected eigenstates with 〈nˆi↑ + nˆi↓〉 ≈ 1 for
each cell will be less than 2L. In Fig. S1(a), we could
clearly infer the resonant points from those lines where
NS < 2
L. And these resonant points satisfy the rela-
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FIG. S1. (a) The number of slected eigenstates NS with re-
spect to U and U↑↓ at ∆ = 1. Those lines with NS < 2L signi-
fies the resonant points. (b) The second-order superexchange
interaction from above paired virtual hopping processes at
U↑↓ = 0 cancels out totally. Those points with NS < 26 at
U↑↓ = 0 is due to a computing error.
tion a∆ + bU + cU↑↓ = 0, where a, b, c are small integers.
These resonant points give us a picture of how to select
U,U↑↓, ∆ properly. And usually those resonant points
with an order higher than three have negligible influence
on NS when |∆ − U |  tx, |∆ − U↑↓|  tx, ∆  tx,
thus they can be ignored. And the second-order reso-
nant point at U↑↓ = 0 disappear due to the total can-
cellation of the coupling from the paired virtual hopping
processes (Fig. S1(b)). However, we usually set a tiny
nonzero U↑↓ to avoid generating some eigenstates con-
taining terms like u|α〉 + v|β〉, |α〉 ∈ Hone, |β〉 ∈ H ⊥one
where |α〉, |β〉 are degenerate in terms of Hˆ0 but not cou-
pled through second-order perturbation. This computing
error at U↑↓ = 0 sometimes occurs in our program, re-
sulting in a NS < 2
6, as shown of Fig. S1(a).
PARAMETER SETTING OF THE DYNAMICAL
EVOLVING PROCESS
In the beginning, we assume the initial Mott insulator
is prepared in thermal equilibrium in a flat lattice at a
7parameter ∆ = 0, U = 1, U↑↓ = 0.01, tx = 0, tin = 0, δz =
−10. At this time, all atoms are staying on the upper
chain when kBT  |δz|. ρˆ(t = 0) is set by the initial
temperaure derived from a designated total entropy.
Then ∆ is increased to ∆ = 0.7 and δz is lowered to
δz = 0. Next, tx is increased to tx = 0.04 rapidly followed
by quenching of tin. For simplicity of calculation, we as-
sume varrying of ∆, δz, tx and quenching of tin are all so
quick that ρˆ(ti) ≈ ρˆ(0) where ti is the time point after
quenching. Basically it is enough that the varying time
is much shorter than the tunneling time ~/tx and ~/tin,
keeping ρˆone(ti) ∝ |+〉〈+|. After quenching, the Hamil-
tonian does not change any more and controls the evo-
lution of ρˆ(t) by i∂ρˆ∂t = [Hˆ, ρˆ]. Then P+(t) = 〈+|ρˆ(t)|+〉
and P−(t) = 〈−|ρˆ(t)|−〉 can be derived. In above deduc-
tion we have assumed there is no obvious heating and
various forms of noise within the time period of evolving
process.
